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Abstract
In this paper we propose an improved E-Learning Social Network Exploiting Approach based on clustering algorithm and graph model, which can automatically group distributed e-learners with similar interests and make proper recommendations, which can finally enhance the collaborative learning among similar e-learners. Through similarity discovery, trust weights update and potential friends adjustment, the algorithm implements an automatic adapted trust relationship with gradually enhanced satisfactions.
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I. Introduction

Learning is an active transaction between people as one person teaches and another learns. It is a shared experience because students explore new areas of knowledge together in such a way as to create a common core and concepts. Moreover, it is a common experience as students acquire the same intellectual perspectives of certain learning areas.

A social network approach to learning becomes important as it provides methods and measures to assess what is exchanged, shared, delivered and received among members of a network. It also makes possible to examine outcomes such as interpersonal ties, comprise learning relationships. Conducting effective eLearning in the age of Social Media is not without its problems. E-learning has emerged as an answer to provide freedom for learners from the highly controlled environment of traditional learning. However, E-Learning is not yet that competitively efficient. It has many drawbacks like its lack of peer interaction.

It is the point that emphasizes contrast between student freedom and teacher control, which is amplified by social media. With the contrast created, teacher cannot fully control the way of learning anymore. Teacher can only influence students toward the best learning experience.

E-learning is structured learning conducted over an electronic platform. But can generally be broken down into two categories: synchronous and asynchronous. Synchronous e-learning occurs in real time with participants actively communicating with each other. Synchronous e-learning might be conducted by way of a webinar or a tele-video conference. Asynchronous e-learning does not occur in real time. Usually it involves an interactive learning tutorial or information database posted online and accessible at participants’ own convenience.
E-Learning which breaks the traditional classroom based learning mode enables distributed e-learners to access various learning resources much more convenient and flexible. However, it also brings disadvantages due to distributed learning environment. Thus, how to provide personalized learning content is of high priority for e-learning applications. An effective way is to group learners with similar interests into the same community (Shen et al, 2003).

Through strengthening connections and inspiring communications among the learners, learning of the whole community will get promotion. To achieve a better performance and a higher scalability, the organizational structure of the community would better be both self organizing and adaptive (Turner et al, 2006).

Based on the investigation on the behavior of real students, we found out that learners have strengthened trusts if they always share common evaluations or needs of learning resources.

In this paper, we present an improved E-Learner communities self-organizing algorithm relying on the earlier work by F. Yang (Yang et al, 2005).

II. Related work

Many sophisticated algorithms and frameworks were designed to describe e-learning such as:

- Web-CT
- Blackboard
- Top-Class

Software from Blackboard is used to create virtual learning environment (e-learning) which provides the foundation for designing a complex and dynamic learning community. The new theoretical perspectives for Internet-based learning are quickly expanding the boundaries and structures for the on/off campus learning process (Bascisch et al, 1997).

For instance, the design and implementation of an Internet supported collaborative learning environment at Huddersfield University Business School needs Web based applications software to achieve an open and flexible approach which allows the transferability and integration of diverse software products. The software product Course Info, from Blackboard Inc, is used to achieve this end. Scalability and ease of integration into a campus-wide environment are the primary differentiating features of implementing a Blackboard solution, for Huddersfield University Business School are (Firdyiwek et al, 2008).

But many other systems, such as Moodle, create adaptive e-learning to create the best possible learning experience for students. Technologies that adapt and shape teaching to the needs of the individual students are used to achieve this goal.

The four steps as the general data mining process are similarly applied in the process of applying rule mining over the Moodle data see (Figure 1). These steps are outlined below:

- Collect data. The LMS system is used by students and the usage and interaction information is stored in the database. We are going to use the students’ usage data of the Moodle system.
• **Preprocess the data.** The data are cleaned and transformed into a mineable format. In order to preprocess the Moodle data we used the MySQL System Tray Monitor and Administrator tools and the Open DB Preprocess task in the Weka Explorer.

• **Apply association rule mining.** The data mining algorithms are applied to discover and summarize knowledge of interest to the teacher.

• **Interpret,** evaluate and deploy the results. The obtained results or model are interpreted and used by the teacher for further actions. The teacher can use the discovered information for making decision about the students and the Moodle activities of the course in order to improve the students’ learning.

![Figure 1. Mining Moodle data](image)

The Original data cannot be used by a particular data mining algorithm or framework unless be transformed into suitable shapes by Data preprocessing. But before applying a data mining algorithm, a number of general data preprocessing tasks has to be solved such as data cleaning, user identification, session identification, path completion, transaction identification, data transformation and enrichment, data integration, data reduction. Data preprocessing of LMS generated data has the following issues:

• Moodle and most of the LMS use user authentication (password protection) in which logs have entries identified by users since the users have to log-in, and sessions are already identified since users may also have to log-out. So, we can remove the typical user and session identification tasks of preprocessing data of web-based systems.

• Moodle and most of the LMSs record the students’ usage information not only in log files but also directly in relational databases.
Moreover, an Adaptive E-Learning Platform allows teachers to monitor their students’ learning for the lessons they’ve created. Online analytics proves to be highly practical when dealing with what students know, what misconceptions they may have, and how they are interacting with content. Teachers, as such, can continuously adapt and improve their lessons. Moodle framework is highly reliable and encourages students with semantic and other motivated courses by using adaptive e-learning. But it lacks the feature of social interaction especially when it comes to interact with teachers and the meaning of sharing experience (Marcus et al, 2011).

General Architecture of adaptive e-learning, in this part, we present various diagrams of application design for an adaptive e-learning shown in (Figure 2). The objective is to conceive a system which can model the description of pedagogic resources and guide the learner in his formation according to his assets and to the pedagogic objective that is defined by the trainer. This pedagogic objective presents the capacities that the learner must have acquired at the end of the formation activity.

Part (1) is the Learner Space (fig.2) performs the following jobs: it accommodates the identifiers of a learner, selects his profile from the Learners database and returns it to the adapter as well as the goal of this formation. The adapter (adaptation process) uses optimization algorithms to seek the optimal strategy while selecting the courses in the resources base and provides them to the user interface. The Learner database contains the identifiers of the learner and his knowledge or asset. As a result, the system provides an optimal courses list to achieve the current goal by applying the genetic algorithms to seek the intermediate states (Azough et al, 2010).

Part (2) is the Expert Space which relates to the modelization of pedagogic resources to prepare them to be used by the adapter. In Expert Space, nominally the teacher or the expert, who seeks to integrate new resources in the base, describes them by filling a form (Azough et al, 2010).

![Figure 2. Structure of the adaptive e-learning system](image)

Such systems normally employ a relational database in order to store the large data log of the students’ activities and usage information. But these systems, sometimes, make it difficult for the teacher to extract useful information due to the huge increase in the number of students and amount of information reported in spite of the fact that some platforms offer reporting tools. Recently, some researchers propose using data mining techniques in order to help the tutor in this task. Data mining techniques can be applied to analyzing student’s usage data in order to identify useful patterns and to evaluate web activity to get more
objective feedback for instruction and more knowledge about how the students learn on the LMS (Romero et al, 2007).

A data mining algorithm identifies knowledge via different representation models and techniques from two different inductive perspectives.

- Predictive induction, which aims at discovering knowledge for classification or prediction (Michie, Spiegelhalter & Taylor) and clustering (Han, Kamber & Tung) are data mining tasks under the predictive induction approach.

- Descriptive induction, which extracts interesting knowledge from data, notably, the discovery of association rules following an unsupervised learning model (Agrawal, Imielinski, & Swami).

One of the best studied descriptive data mining methods is the association rule mining. It seeks to discover descriptive rules about relations between attributes of a set of data which exceeds a user-specified confidence threshold, i.e., each rule must cover a minimum percentage of the data. Such rules relate one or more attributes of a dataset with another attribute, producing a hypothetical if–then statement on attribute values. Mining association rules between sets of items in large databases was first proposed by Agrawal, Imielinski, and Swami (1993) and it opened up a brand new family of algorithms. The original problem came from the failure to perform the market basket analysis which attempted to find all the interesting relationships between products bought in a given context. Association rule mining was proposed for LMS in order to identify which contents students tend to access together, or which combination of tools they use (Agrawal et al,1993).

Most frameworks tend to use general e-learning categories: LMS (learning management systems) UMIS (university management information systems). These frameworks are not efficient in adequately modelling sociality and personalization between distributed learners. They also suffer many limitations with broad standard e-learning such as (Brusilovsky et al,2005):

- Unmotivated learners or those with poor study habits may fall behind
- Standard learning without motivation or semantic learning
- Managing learning software can involve a learning curve
- Lack of familiar structure and routine may take getting used to
- Students may feel isolated or miss social interaction
- Instructor may not always be available on demand
- Slow or unreliable Internet connections can be frustrating

Adaptive Web-based Educational systems (AWBES), a recognized class of adaptive Web systems (Brusilovsky et al,1995) work against the "one size fits all" approach to E-Learning. After almost 8 years of research on adaptive E-Learning, encouraging results appeared (Brusilovsky et al,1998). Adaptive
textbooks designed with InterBook, NetCoach (Melis et al., 2004) or ActiveMath (Soller et al., 2009) can give better and faster learning results. Adaptive quizzes developed with SIETTE can assess students' knowledge more precisely with fewer questions. Intelligent solution analyzers are more efficient when it comes to diagnose solutions of educational exercises and help the student to resolve problems. Adaptive class monitoring systems are more efficient in the field of monitoring students who are lagging behind. Adaptive collaboration support systems highly improves the quality of collaborative learning.

The new generation of tools almost solved the traditional problems involved in adaptive learning content. However, the problem of the current generation of AWBES lies in their architecture, not performance. Structurally, modern AWBES are not that efficient in meeting the needs of learning process, especially those of the teacher and the student. Major among the drawbacks of this system are the lack of integration and availability and the lack of re-use and re-shares support (Azough et al., 2009).

### III. Proposed Framework and Algorithms

#### A. Proposed Framework

In order to overcome the problem of traditional e-learning or adaptive e-learning, we proposed the social e-learning framework with some new features. These new features are the agent feature, the collaborative feature and semantic support feature. **Agent feature**, where each agent in the community holds a set of resources such (Profiles, Friendship, Courses and Exams) which are rated by proposed algorithm. **Collaborative feature**, each user (student and teacher) has own sharing and chatting tool which introduce availability. **Semantic Support feature**, each student or teacher has supported with intelligent process which suggest the closest courses and friends. (Figure 3) shows proposed social e-learning framework.
Figure 3. Proposed Social E-learning Framework
B. Proposed Algorithms

a. Classification Graph

Nodes which control our framework are actors such (student, teacher, courses). Every node has one or more relations with other node. The strength of relation is calculated by graph classification techniques. (Figure 4) shows social e-learning concept graph. We suppose case study of 3 students, 3 courses and 3 teachers which I means number as (1,2,..n) and cursors means relations and nodes S means Student, C means Courses and T means Teachers.

![Figure 4. The Graph of Social E-learning Concept](image)

Every Relationship between different nodes has strength number come from matrix of this relationship. Relations are student’s friends and favorite courses. With these relations, system can be determined which friend or course must be suggested first. From (Figure 5), we can demonstrate the following matrices of relationships in order to classified friends or courses and therefore enhance e-learning.

First, the friend relationship matrix =

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Then from this matrix, we can conclude that Si is friend of all students in our case study and Si+1 will be the first suggested friend to Si+2 because they subscribers in friendship of Si.

First, the favorite courses relationship matrix =

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Then from this matrix, we can conclude that Si+2 has not any courses in our case study and will be the first suggested courses is Ci+1 because Ci+1 subscribers in friendship of Si and Si+1.
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